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SEMINAR REPORT 
16th August 2022 

-Report by Harshit Sharma 

Welcome Remarks 

Bilquees Daud, Assistant Professor, Jindal School of International Affairs and Assistant 
Director of Centre for Afghanistan Studies (CAS) welcomed the attendees and introduced the 
panellists to the audience- Dr. Raghav Sharma, Associate Professor, Jindal School of 
International Affairs and Director, Centre for Afghanistan Studies ; Mr. Mohammad Amin, a 
Ph.D. candidate from Afghanistan at Jindal School of Government and Public Policy; and Ms. 
Simin Danishyar who is also an Afghan student pursuing her Ph.D. at the Jindal School of 
Business School. Prof. Daud layed out the broad aim of the seminar which was to dwell on 
developments in Afghanistan since the Taliban take over last year.  

 

 

 

Opening Remarks  
Mr. Mohammad Amin, Ph.D. Candidate, Jindal School of Government and Public Policy. 

At the outset, he stated that whatever he is going to say will be based on his own experiences 
and communication with people in Afghanistan. He began by defining the meaning of the word 
Talib, which literally translated means a student. Mostly these students were enrolled at 
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religious schools (madrassas). Taliban emerged from these schools. For the first time, after the 
Soviets left, the religious students started thinking about the political order of Afghanistan. 
Many people who would go on to become members of the Taliban had fought against the Soviet 
Union. The Taliban movement which arose in 1994, eventually came to power in 1996 with 
the support of Pakistan. 

During the period of US backed government in Afghanistan rule, the Taliban presence was 
stronger in the countryside in Afghanistan. However, after the US decided to withdraw and 
signed the Doha deal the Taliban became stronger and soon managed to capture power. Initially 
some people were optimistic about the Taliban coming because the war would come to an end.  

 

However, with the fall of Kabul, all hopes for democracy and peace in Afghanistan were 
dashed. Afghanistan can no longer have an inclusive government. It had implications for civil 
and women’s rights. They shut down schools for girls between the age of 6-12. They 
annihilated the role of women in Afghanistan.  

 

Moreover, it had bad implications for minorities. ISIS were constantly attacking minorities 
and the government can’t protect them. Music and movie culture died as they are considered 
un–Islamic by the orthodox. 

On the positive side, there is no bombardment of houses. But now, it is no longer the case, and 
people can easily travel.  

 

Professor Raghav Sharma, Associate Professor, and Director, Centre for Afghanistan Studies at the 
Jindal School of International Affairs, O. P. Jindal Global University. 

Taliban, who came to power in 1996 for the first time and established an Islamic Emirate. 
However when they recaptured power 20 years later on 15th August 2021 they encountered a 
very different country. The country experienced development and progress due to its exposure 
to the outside world. The middle class and entrepreneurs emerged in Afghanistan. Afghan 
people had better access to education and healthcare. Youth were pushing boundaries on 
matters of religion and gender. The media landscape had been completely transformed, the 
country had a thriving media scene.  

However, there was no uniform experience of development and progress in the last 20 years. 
This of course contrasted with another ugly reality of Afghanistan which struggled to reconcile 
with its turbulent past and expat bubbles and palatial mansions, SUVs of the Afghan elite, night 
raids in the countryside and the empowerment of so-called “warlords” made for a jarring 
contrast with the everyday lived experiences of ordinary Afghans. It’s important to keep this 
broader context in mind when talking about developments in Afghanistan. 
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As the Taliban offensive began, there was no hope of negotiation of peace between the 
government and the Taliban offensive. Civil society was disturbed by the repeated use of 
“victory” sign by the Taliban delegates in track one and track two diplomacy. Infact not only 
was the leadership not serious about negotiations but the rank and file of the movement too 
believed in their ability to outlast the foreign presence. This was brought out in a leaked 2012 
report of NATO based on 27,000 interrogations of 4,000 captured Taliban and al-Qaeda 
operatives in Afghanistan: While they [the Taliban] are weary of war, they see little hope of 
negotiated peace. Despite numerous setbacks, surrender is far from their collective mindset. 
For the moment, they believe that continuing the fight and expanding Taliban governance are 
their only viable course of action… [The Taleban’s] ‘strength, motivation, funding and tactical 
proficiency remains intact [despite setbacks in 2011]. Many Afghans stated that the victory of 
Afghanistan was the victory of ISI.  

 

Even though the Taliban had emerged as the most dominant force in Afghanistan there were 
numerous questions surrounding its legitimacy as their government was deeply exclusionary 
in nature. Not only was it not inclusive of other ethnic groups but it didn’t event represent all 
Pushtuns. It specifically privileged the Zadran Pushtuns. It had no place for women. Moreover 
while the term inclusive government is used a lot in the discourse on Afghanistan post August 
2021 we need to ask what precisely is meant by an inclusive government? Is it only limited to 
including different ethnic groups in government or does it mean something more substantive? 
Should it also include people of different ideological leanings and women? This is where 
groups like the Taliban will face a challenge as they will struggle, like all radical groups to 
balance ideology with state interests. The latter will involve a degree of pragmatism that might 
involve watering down ideology and might be hard to sell to the movement’s rank and file.  

 

Fall of the Islamic Republic  

The Doha deal inked between the Taliban and the US effectively signed the death knell for 
the Islamic Republic which had been cut out of the negotiations process, was rife with political 
factionalism and corruption and the Taliban had shown little will to engage the Republic in the 
peace process. The deal effectively gave the Taliban responsibility to perform functions usually 
accorded to state entities such as denying sanctuary to terrorists on Afghan soil, not issue 
passport or travel documents to such individuals. Critics accused the deal of granting 
legitimacy to the Taliban who continued to attack the Afghan government and it was seen as a 
cover for providing a safe exit for the US from Afghanistan. Importantly the deal forced Ghani 
to release 5,000 Taliban prisoners before intra–Afghan negotiations would get underway, this 
took away a key bargaining chip of the government and many fighters were back at the 
frontlines. 
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Professor Raghav further stated that following Biden’s announcement to go ahead with a full 
withdrawal on 14th April 2021 country would see a spike in violence with the Taliban ramping 
up targetted killings of government officials, journalists and activists as also increasing attacks 
against the ANDSF, particularly in the North where they had been expanding their footprint by 
recruiting locals who were familiar with the political geography of the North and this would be 
critical as the Taliban would target districts in the North to pre–empt the emergence of a viable 
Resistance 2.0. The period 01st May 2021 onwards we witness a spike in levels of violence 
owing to increasing ground engagements between the Taliban and the ANDSF which led to a 
spike in civilian casualties and displacement. Thus Biden’s argument that the Afghan forces 
didn’t fight is a disingenuous one. Infact by early August, Kabul had become a camp for the 
displaced. 
 

Significantly by early July Taliban began capturing key border crossings with Tajikistan 
(Eshkasham); Iran (Islam Qala); Pakistan (Spin Boldak), Turkmenistan (Turghundi)– this put 
a squeeze on the government which lost control of trade and crucial source of revenue. Between 
the 06–15th of August 33 of the 34 provincial capitals fell to the Taliban. The disappearance of 
the threat of US airstrikes, withdrawal of contractors who were critical to the functioning of 
the Afghan air force which supplied many of the ANDSF outposts with food, water and 
ammunition, rampant corruption in the security sector which undermined morale and aided the 
rapid collapse. In 10 days, 33 out of 34 provinces fell to the Taliban, with Panjshir holding out. 
However, by 6 September, Panjshir Valley fell as well, allegedly with help from Pakistan. Even 
though the Taliban declared victory, resistance forces continued to hold out in many sub–
valleys.  
 
 

TALIBAN 2.0  

The idea of Taliban 2.0 was sold heavily in the press as the US embarked on negotiations with 
the group which it was argued had changed and moderated its stance on issues of women’s 
rights, human rights, political and social inclusivity. This of course proved to be a disingenuous 
argument as subsequent developments in Afghanistan since the Taliban takeover have shown 
as girls access to education remains in limbo, many of their hard won rights and freedoms are 
rolled back and the Taliban trample on human rights of marginalized groups and target 
opponents and former government officials and security personnel. They see little reason to 
compromise in light of their absolute victory.  The country has no constitution and government 
is anything but inclusive. Taliban 2.0 certainly become more adept at using technology and 
deploying the media to good effect. The social composition of Taliban 2.0 has undergone a 
transformation with the Zadran’s holding key power for the first time. Traditionally not only 
has power rested with Pushtuns in Afghanistan but has been segmented along tribal lines with 
Muhammadzai branch of the Durrani Pushtuns monopolizing power in the period of the 
monarchy and the Ghilzai’s displacing them from the communist period onwards. 
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Elusive peace 

Even the levels of violence have dropped dramatically as the Taliban which was the principal 
perpetrator of violence is now in power, peace remains elusive with widespread HR abuses, 
spike in activities of groups like the Daesh targeting religious and sectarian minorities– Hindus, 
Sikhs and Shias as also a re–direction of violence towards women, journalists, educator's, civil 
society activists, former ANDSF and judges. Resistance in the North has seen escalation in the 
levels of violence whereas the East has seen killings and assassination's by Taliban on suspicion 
of being Daesh supporters. IS activity has traditionally been concentrated in Kabul, Kunar, and 
Nangarhar in the east. 

 

Question of Legitimacy  

The interim cabinet is a ‘victors cabinet’. The Taliban in their push for power sought to project 
a more inclusive pan–Afghan face by recruiting local Tajik and Uzbek commanders however 
this image is now under strain as not only are minorities not represented many influential Uzbek 
(Makhdum Alem in Faryab province whose dismissal sparked four days of violence in the 
capital Maimana) and Tajik  (Qari Wakil ) commanders have been removed and/ or detained. 
Infact the appointment of Deputy minster of defence Mullah Fazl Akhund sends wrong 
signal–was accused of command responsibility for the scorched earth policy in the Shomali in 
1999 and several massacres of civilians. Their face off with Mawlvi Mehdi (purportedly over 
coal mining), the only Hazara commander in their ranks, in Balkhab after he was fired as 
intelligence chief has exacerbated societal cleavages. The Taliban heady after their victory see 
no reason to compromise and have distributed posts within the movement–posts are seen as a 
conduit for employing one’s followers and pay them, even though state coffers are under duress 

Economic Challenges 

The economic challenges too are profound as economic duress has mounted with a collapse 
of the banking and the hawala systems; rising food inflation; the pandemic and a drought year 
in Afghanistan. A new addition to the bazaars of Kabul being rows and rows of household 
items on sale by those who have fled or are wanting to flee and/or those who have no cash and 
stare at a bleak future. The exodus of a sizeable chunk of the country’s educated and skilled 
youth which will have profound reverberations on the country’s future which looks uncertain 
and grim. The Taliban have already installed mullahs in banks and ministries which inspires 
little confidence and will add to the challenge of making a transition to governance. As we 
speak, its close to 12 months since the fall of the Republic in Afghanistan, with the country in 
the midst of an economic and humanitarian crisis. Poverty is endemic and according to the 
International Labour Organization more than half a million Afghans have lost their jobs since 
15th August 2021.  
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Humanitarian Crisis 

Nearly 50% of the population is on emergency levels of food insecurity. In the long term, it 
is going to push down the health indices. People are coping with the food crisis by reducing 
their food intake. To make matters worse the Taliban have been diverting aid to their foot–
soldiers and intervening in beneficiary selection. While Taliban led interior ministry claims 
crime rates have dropped to zero the truth is that petty crimes persist in Kabul and other major 
centres and corruption persists in Taliban ranks especially in departments of passport and 
mining. Widespread economic duress, corruption is likely to reinforce the dire humanitarian 
crisis and worsen the security situation. 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE REGION 

The rise, fall and the rise of the Taliban over the last two decades has been closely intertwined 
with the changing regional dynamics. If the geo–political calculus of Rawalpindi was seminal 
to the rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan in the mid 1990’s, the events of 9/11 would trigger a 
dramatic reconfiguration of the geo–political landscape with Beijing, Rawalpindi, Moscow, 
and Tehran finding a congruence of interests in the US led ‘war on terror’ which saw a swift 
toppling of the Taliban. However, this proved to be a fleeting affair that unraveled, giving way 
to a seemingly improbable alignment between the Taliban and Beijing, Moscow, Tehran, and 
Rawalpindi. Buoyed by a growing weariness with the US led intervention and a growing 
disjuncture between the interests of Washington and key players in the Afghan theatre allowed 
room for strategic maneuver between the Taliban and Moscow, Tehran and Beijing. They 
projected Taliban 2.0 as ‘grassroots liberators’ who ended ‘foreign occupation’ and would 
bring peace and serve as a bulwark against the Daesh– projected as the principal security and 
ideological challenge. The Taliban too embraced these actors in a bid to diversify its basket of 
diplomatic and political options and shore up prospects for garnering international and 
domestic legitimacy. 
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Implications for Pakistan 

Pakistan’s “pyrrhic victory” is likely to allow reactionary Islamist groups to acquire ‘reverse 
strategic depth’ in Pakistan. The TTP described the Taliban victory in Afghanistan as “historic” 
and “blessed” and since 15th August 2021, Pakistan has witnessed a spike in attacks staged by 
the TTP against the Pakistani army. The Haqqani’s have mediated peace talks between the 
Pakistan army and TTP with little success so far. Infact the Haqqani’s are unlikely to take any 
meaningful action against the TTP which offers a bargaining chip vs. Islamabad, the two share 
war time bonds, ideological affinity, ties to the al-Qaeda and desire to tackle ISIS as the 
principal threat. Also the TTP–notably the Haqqani and TTP draw from the same ethnicity and 
tribe. Action against the TTP would not leave Haqqani’s untouched.  

Also between 15th August and December 2021 alone Pakistan has seen an inflow of over 
300,000 refugees from Afghanistan by December 2021 since the Taliban takeover. This is 
going to bring socio–economic pressures on Pakistan which is circumscribed to respond to 
these challenges owing to its own dire economic, political situation and security concerns.  

China Factor 

Yue Xiaoyong, China’s special envoy to Afghanistan described Pakistan ‘as a country that 
has played a very important role in the Afghan issue. He blamed the hasty NATO withdrawal 
as being responsible for the chaotic situation in Afghanistan. He described Afghanistan as a 
failure of international politics and American credibility. In keeping with efforts to refashion 
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the image of the Taliban he describes the Taliban in the following words from my encounter 
with them, my feeling is that they are like other Afghans…they are very friendly, they like to 
exchange ideas with me, to talk to other people, they listen to other people’s ideas”. China’s 
praise of the group is extraordinary and sits uneasily with China’s own domestic policies 
towards its own Muslim population, especially in Xinjiang. Notably China is one of the four 
countries (along with Russia, Pakistan and Turkmenistan) to accredit Taliban appointed 
diplomats while withholding recognition to their government. Worrying  for India is growing 
proximity between Beijing, Moscow, Tehran and Rawalpindi on the Afghan question. This has 
been on display with Beijing going to great lengths to shield anti India elements like Masod 
Azhar for instance at the UNSC or more recently as it came to light that Anas Haqqani was 
saved from the gallows by China which intervened with the government in Kabul at the behest 
of Pakistan. China regards Pakistan as being critical in securing Beijing’s security interests in 
Xinjiang. Thus, so long as they helped rein in the ETIM, rest didn’t matter. Moreover, as China 
has tightened its embrace of Pakistan under CPEC means any disturbance in Pakistan will 
disturb Chinese interests. Thus, the Pakistan factor will be an increasingly important 
component in China’s geo–strategic calculus in this region. 

 

Implications for Iran 

The emergence of Islamic State of Khorasan Province as early as 2015 when they hyped their 
caliphate in Jawzjan province of Afghanistan, Tehran sensed an opportunity to instrumentalize 
its ‘antagonistic cooperation’ with the Taliban to disrupt not just the US military mission in 
Afghanistan but to also use it as an effective bulwark against the Daesh, particularly in Afghan 
provinces abutting Iran. Herein Tehran would find a growing congruence of interests with 
Moscow. Tehran’s policy up until 15th August 2021 was driven in considerable measure by its 
relative relationship with the US but the Taliban’s all-out victory may prove to be a pyrrhic 
one for the future of Iran-Afghanistan ties. Afghanistan was again on the verge of power 
vacuum, violence and civil war with the rising influence of ISKP and the Taliban’s inability to 
effectively counter them. In the post-American Afghanistan, attacks on the Shi’ite community 
have soared particularly targeting their places of worship and schools mostly populated by 
Shi’ite children. Iran is alarmed over how this would impact the fight against Daesh in 
Afghanistan. Iran has also maintained studied silence on the Taliban’s displacement of 
thousands of Hazaras, forcing them off land, this could potentially undermine its standing in 
the shia Muslim constituency it seeks to champion. Infact developments in Panjshir province 
underscored Iran’s dilemma with the country being forced to break its silence on alleged 
atrocities against civilians by terming the developments as: “truly worrying” and condemning 
“all foreign interreference” amidst claims of Pakistani support for the Taliban offensive that 
purportedly helped it capture the holdout province on 06 September 2021. 
 

Moreover, like Pakistan, Iran too has witnessed the arrival of 300,000 refugees since the 
Taliban takeover with numbers expected to rise as the country faces one of the most dire 
humanitarian and economic catastrophes. This will exert greater pressure on Iran’s resources 
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considering an economy battered by sanctions, drought and a pandemic. Thriving drug trade, 
despite a ban on opium cultivation announced in April 2022 will be a matter of grave concern 
for Tehran which has one of the highest rates of opium seizures (74%) in the world.  
 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR RUSSIA AND CENTRAL ASIA 

Professor Sharma entertained the question as to why did Russia stop helping the USA? He 
pointed out that the open announcement of relations between Russia and Taliban cannot be 
analyzed separate from larger developments on the global stage. A galaxy of factors coalesced 
to set the stage for a re–orienting Moscow’s gaze on developments unfolding south of the Amu 
Darya, ranging from NATO expansion into the post–Soviet space; installation of missile 
defence shields in Central Europe by the Bush admnistration; alleged US support to ‘colour 
revolutions’ across the post–Soviet landscape; friction over Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 
March 2014, to Moscow’s support for the Asad regime in Syria and Nicolas Maduro’s in 
Venezuela. By 2014 as the US began drawing down its forces in Afghanistan its relationships 
with Kabul, Moscow, Tehran, Rawalpindi and Beijing were increasingly fraught. By June 2014 
the Kremlin brought the curtains down on last remaining US military presence in Central Asia, 
by impressing on Bishkek to show the door to the US from the Manas airbase in Kyrgyzstan. 
Central Asian supply network into Afghanistan also known as the Northern Distribution 
Network (NDN) had emerged as an alternative to Pakistan for NATO was shut down. On the 
other hand, some developments in Afghanistan, such as Taliban’s advance in various regions, 
revival of ISIS, spread of insecurity and the jump in the production of narcotics were a sign of 
the reality that the US-led allies’ forces whether failed in countering the developments or were 
unable to seriously face the developments. 

 

The other big concern has been the proliferation of Islamist groups from Afghanistan into 
Central Asia. Central Asia’s connectivity with Afghanistan is much greater than it was when 
the Taliban were in power in the late 1990s. As a result, Central Asian governments can’t 
ignore what’s going on across the border. Afghanistan has seen the proliferation of radical 
central Asian militant outfits such as the IMU and Jamaat Ansrullah in Afghanistan, operating 
openly since the Taliban takeover. 

 

Finally attention was drawn to the issue of narcotics. Russia is the world’s biggest per capita 
user of heroin -- all of it flowing from Afghanistan so much so that its been dubbed as a national 
security threat by the Kremlin which has also been a staunch critic of US drug eradication 
efforts in Afghanistan. As Central Asia is the primary juncture point for narcotics from 
Afghanistan to Russia, Moscow has expanded its cooperation with its Central Asian partners 
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on curbing drug trafficking. This has allowed Moscow to re–entrench its dominance in the 
security sector in Central Asia in general and Tajikistan in particular. 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDIA  

India should be worried by the developments in Afghanistan to which it has unsurprisingly 
been a mute spectator. Given the close relationship of the Taliban with not just the Al-Qaeda 
network that remains active in Afghanistan with close links to the Taliban but its enmeshment 
with the Haqqani network which is a key interface b/w the Taliban and Al-Qaeda; was 
responsible for deadly bombings on the Indian embassy in Kabul among other attacks and is a 
designated terrorist organization. Ironically, Kabul’s security is being looked after by this very 
network which was described by the US as a “veritable arm” of the ISI. Worryingly for Indian 
security and defence establishment since the fall of Kabul high tech American weaponry 
including assault rifles and high-end night vision devices left behind by US forces have found 
their way into J & K as have IED’s that were used against NATO in Afghanistan. A diplomatic 
presence on the ground will give India eyes and ears and allow it to convey its concerns and 
redlines to the Taliban who are unlikely to turn their back on groups like LeT and Jaish with 
whom they have had an ideological relationship. At the ideological level too India will face a 
challenge as it seeks to counter growing threat posed by proliferation of radical/ reactionary 
Islam as extremist groups find fertile breeding ground in Afghanistan. 

 

Also India should be worried about losing ground not just politically but also at the P2P level–
India’s silence on Afghanistan is striking as is its botched up visa policy for Afghans who have 
been allies of India for 2 decades or more. Indian academic institutions too have lagged behind 
in offering safe sanctuary to scholars, activists, lawyers at risk. Even the ICCR has de–rostered 
Afghanistan as a country where Afghans can receive scholarships while institutions like SAU 
and JGU who have awarded scholarships are unable to procure visas. India has failed to foster 
a knowledge eco system on Afghanistan which was regarded as a country of strategic 
significance for India. 

He further went on that the geo-pollical matrix has been reconfigured. In 1999 situation was 
better since there was not a lot of support to Taliban government. Today, the situation has 
changed with traditional partners are supporting Taliban. Even in the internal political 
landscape, there is no physical base of opposition in Afghanistan since opposition fled from 
the country. 

 

In the current situation, security is the overall concern. There are a number of concerns as to 
how does one deal with people with blood on their hands. It is not a very convincing argument 
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since India is already dealing with a country like Pakistan. India has done well with sending 
aid. But it has lost ground due to its early actions during the early days of Taliban takeover.  

 

Simin Danishyar, PhD Candidate,  Jindal Global Business School 

She begins with rejecting the notion that Taliban is propagating the tenets of Islam. Taliban 
is, in fact, using Islam as a weapon, and as a tool of fear. The Quran does not preach Muslims 
to force others to pray. But Taliban forces Muslims to worship. In Herat province, they stand 
at Masjid and take attendance. There was a woman who is running a good business. But she 
was forced to shut her shop only because she was not praying the way Taliban thinks is the 
right way. Now women can’t even go out. Only if their male guardians are very sick or dead, 
only then can they come out.  

Taliban just seems to enjoy killing. The fact that you are not Muslim if you don’t cover 
yourself is ridiculous. People who do not speak Pashtu it is considered a crime in Afghanistan 
under the Taliban. I am a Pushtun from Herat but I do not know how to talk in Pushtu. To be 
made to feel like a criminal for not knowing a language is unacceptable.  

Taliban doesn’t have a blueprint to keep the country safe or to govern. They are instead 
engaged in trying to control people’s lives by issuing decrees on how to celebrate marriages 
and conduct funerals.  

 

The rank and file of the Taliban is completely illiterate. If you ask them to read a verse in the 
Quran, they won’t be able to do it. Yet it is these people who are deciding the fate of Afghan 
people. And due to this, there is a lot of pressure that Afghan people experience in their day to 
day lives. 

 

Prepared by- 

Professor Abhinav Mehrotra, Chief Editor, JGLS  

Harshit Sharma, Research intern, (B.A[LLB]), JGLS  

 

  

 

 

 


